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Abstract— With the growing demand for text data mining in order to accomplish relation between multiple text entities in 
order to extract high level information, it is mandatory to frame an automated algorithm based on grammatical inferences. 
Todays’ business, social media and including education industry generates huge amount of data from multiple transactions 
inside and outside, educators and online teaching leaning operations and social connections like Facebook, Twitter and other. 
Hence a use of supervised learning methods should be an additional factor to infer context free grammar from the text that 
connects multiple termed entities. The approach focuses on generalization of grammar from the text using minimal 
descriptive length. The final results will demonstrate that the automated algorithm performs high precision generalization.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Mining textual data involves extracting relations 
between multiple text and identifying relations 
between the named entities. The focused task is to 
extract information which intern extracts knowledge 
in order to recognize named entities. The extracted 
knowledge helps to understand, interpret andinfer 
relations between texts and named entities, 
sometimes this mining also helps to extract relations 
between multiple named entities. Hence these became 
the main area of focus for computer linguistics. The 
survey shows that prior researches mainly focus on 
generating constructed rules based on syntactic 
enquiry [1]. However the current research proposal 
demonstrates the use of supervised learning to extract 
rules. The supervised or semi-supervised technique 
demonstrates most effective results in this area [2] [3] 
[4]. In the other side of the research approach 
demonstrates likely précised results using un-
supervised learning and using multiple manual 
calculative approaches [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. 
 
Considering the current trend of research, this work 
completely focuses on the automated machine 
learning approach considering the existence of a pre-
implemented named entity recogniser or NER. In this 
work we demonstrate the use of extracting binary 
relations between named entities, which are identified 
in text data.  Considering the natural language 
communications, we infer a context free grammar or 
CFG to capture the patterns among the named entities. 
The well addressed algorithm for grammatical 
inference, eg-GRIDS is also referred in this work [11] 
[12]. In this work, we have used the eg-GRIDS to 
infer a CFG during the text mining. This work also 
considers the use of minimal description length or 
MDL [13], hence this work does not consider the 
implied negative resulted feedbacks.  
 

This work majorly focuses on finding the possibilities 
to grammar inferences to extract relationships. The 
major part of the work is been executed based on the 
syntactic measures and statistical information 
generated from the part works [9] [14] [15] [17] 
byconsidering multiple examples of parse tree using 
the approach of merging nodes or extracting 
information from parse tree [16].  
 
In the other side, a grammatical inference approach is 
employed to reduce the syntactic analysis. This 
approach should make the implementation more 
effective for natural language processing where 
resources for pre-processing are not available.  
This leads to the selection of eg-GRIDS algorithm for 
relation extraction by inferring grammars. The 
implemented performance of this algorithm 
demonstrates the better results compared to previous 
works [18].  
 
The novelty of this work is the high precision during 
automatic learning of grammar without depending on 
the part –of-speech or third party syntax analysers.    
 
The result of the paper is arranged as in Section II, we 
identify the limitations of the previous work and 
compare with the corrective measured proposed in 
our work, in Section III, we introduce the proposed 
algorithm, in Section IV we discuss the results 
obtained and we conclude in Section V. Also a future 
scope is discussed in Section VI.  

 
II. IDENTIFICATION OF PRECISION IN THE 
PREVIOUS WORKS  
 
We have analyses the results of the previous proposed 
algorithms and identified few drawbacks in terms of 
precision, dependencies on syntax analysers. 
A. High Dependencies on Syntax Analysers  
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Most of the previous works depends on the extracted 
results of syntax analysers to infer the initial 
assumptions. Also those works demonstrates 
generalization by merging nodes.  
In the other side our work demonstrates extraction of 
knowledge directly from the text data.  
 
B. Domain Focused   
The previous demonstrated works depends on the 
negative feedback for corrective measures. This is 
responsible for making the approach domain specific 
and also increased the additional resources to reduce 
the portability. Thus cannot be applied on other 
domain. 
In the other side, our work depends on few initial 
rules. Thus adaptation of the same for other domains 
is also possible.  
 
III. PROPOSED RELATION EXTRACTION 
ALGORITHM AND AUTOMATED 
APPLICATION  
 
Here we propose the use of eg-GRIDS algorithm [11] 
[12] for relation extraction. 

 
A. Extraction of Relation  
The binary relation extraction, by finding the 
linguistic proofs that connects the named entities,  is 
demonstrated with the following assumptions with set 
D and relation Rel with n-elements with x, y, and z as 
arguments, where:  

x X
y Y
z Z





and 

 
Where  

, ,x y z D and Rel  holds x,y,z. 
 
During the training of supervised method, it is 
required to have a training set as inputs. The input is 
generated from annotated example of named 
entities.All the training inputs includes multiple token 
that connects the named entities x, y. This token is 
labelled as Rel (x, y).  
 
From all the set of training inputs a context free 
grammar is generated. The outcomes of the training 
are collection of context free grammars. Those should 
result in multiple relations to be extracted. Then each 
CFG is converted into a standard classifier. Those 
classifiers should return true value is the relation is 
valid other return false in case of no relations found 
between named entities.  
 
The implementation is a C++ code which is based on 
Boost Xpressive C++ library [20]. This is an open 
source library and can be obtained free.  However the 
other standard libraries also can be used for the same.  
B. The eg-GRIDS Algorithm  

The popular eg-GRIDS algorithm is effective as it 
learns the grammar from the input text and can infer 
further.The further inference is done by iterative 
operations on the initial generalized grammar. 
Periteration, the modified grammar becomes richer 
according to the MDL and during search operations it 
depends on the various search strategies.This results 
in reducing the training duration by obtaining the 
specific grammar form.  

 
1)  Implementing Simple Grammar: As the algorithm 
does not depend on negative feedback system, hence 
an additional parameter is needed to reduce the 
chance of generating over generalized grammar. 

 
The approach used in the algorithmis MDL is used to 
supervise the search to be compact. Thus the bits 
required for the input and to be encoded are limited. 
We assume a CFG, G and a set of input text, T which 
can be recognized by the grammar G. Hence the 
MDL is sum of the two independent length factors: 
  

1. Length of the Grammar Description: The 
number of bit size used to represent and 
transmit the grammar to system, which has 
minimal information about the grammar  
And  

2. Length of the Description: The number of bit 
size needed to recognize the text T by 
grammar G.  

 
2)  Learning using eg-GRIDS:In the following part 
using Figure 1 we demonstrate the use of eg-GRIDS 
for training the text T to construct the initial rule or 
grammar G. As mentioned the initial grammar is 
generated by considering each inputs iteratively. 
Hence the number of initial grammar is equal to the 
initial inputs for training. Initially the grammar to 
specific to identify the input text only. Hence the eg-
GRIDS algorithm generalizes the grammar using two 
available iterative search methods as beam search and 
generic search. Hence the eg-GRIDS deploys four 
specific searching operations [Fig 1]:  

 
Step-1. Merging Non Terminal Symbols (MNTS): 

This phase merges multiple Non Terminal 
Symbols and replaces in all phases in the 
previous grammar.   
 

Step-2. Creating Non Terminal Symbols (CNTS):To 
increase the portability, here we create new Non 
Terminal Symbol by merging existing Non 
Terminal Symbols and replaces in all the phases 
in previous grammar.   
 

Step-3. Creating Optional Non Terminal Symbols 
(CONTS): Here we create an optional Non 
Terminal Symbol and include that in the existing 
grammar rule.  
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Step-4. Substitution of Rule (SR): If the body of a 
production rule R is contained in bodies of other 
production rules. In such a case, every 
occurrence of the body of rule R in other rule 
bodies is replaced by the head of rule R. 

This can simply be donated as  

 
 

 
Fig.1The Working Process of the eg-GRIDS algorithm 

 
After setting the algorithm to the state of art precision, 
we also implemented an application to automatically 
extract the relations from the text [Fig 2].  

 

 
Fig. 2  The Automated Application for Relation Extraction 

 
Theautomated algorithm results into the above 
mentioned application, where the components are 
implemented in C++.  

 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
 
During the testing phase, the application uses 
multiple text data gathered from multiple sports 
related websites like International Association of 
Athletics Federations, European Athletics 
Association andUSA Track and Field as the data 
mentioned are likely to be easily annotated manually.  

The data majorly consisting of sports result, ranks of 
player and their profile.  
In the initial phases of work involves manually 
annotating the data according to the semantic model. 
Thus the application for automatic relation extractor 
is deployed on the same annotated data and generated 
relation with 90% precision and 86% precision. The 
relations are binary between multiple named entities 
and once extracted the final data set is prepared with 
person name, gender, performance and rank 
associated in this work.  

 
The following dataset is used for initial input data:  
KenyaRichard Limo the World 5000m champion 
eventual third 26:50.20 came the nearest during the 
first 300m of the lap, until in the finishing straight, 
EthiopiaOlympic bronze AssefaMezegebu started a 
drive to the line which took second place (26:49.90). 
 
The following annotated text is generated manually 
from the initial data:  

Kenya=[country]'s Richard Limo=[name] the 
World 5000m=[sport_name] champion (eventual 
third=[ranking] 26:50.20=[performance]) came the 
nearest during the first 300m of the lap, until in the 
finishing straight, Ethiopia=[country]'s Olympic 
bronze=[ranking] AssefaMezegebu=[name] started a 
drive to the line which took second=[ranking] place 
(26:49.90=[performance]). 

 
The application was deployed on the annotated data 
with 10 fold-cross validation and the performance 
was measured with precision, recall and F measured. 
During each validation of training total 9 out of 10 
texts are inferred and the rest of the 1 example is 
inferred using the newly generated grammar. The 
obtained data in first phase consist of annotated text 
and label [Table -1]  

 
TABLE I: ANNOTATED TEXT AND RELATION LABEL MAPPING 

 
 
During the execution of the application, we have 

noticed the precision, Recall and F-Measure [Table 2]  
 

TABLE III: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION – I 
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Evaluation results suggest that the proposed approach 
performs well in comparison to the state of the art, 
despite the difficulties of comparing results obtained 
on different corpora. For example, in [9], the 
presented approach, expanding on a basis of 55 
manually constructed seed rules, exhibits precision 
around 88 % with 43 % recall on 1032 news reports 
on Nobel prizes from New York Times, BBC and 
CNN. 
Hence forth, the same application is again used for 
the relation extraction with unique training input text. 
The application deployed was a 10 fold-cross 
validation. The result is also presented in this work 
[Table – 3].  

 
TABLE IIIII: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION – II  

 
 
In the supervised methods setting, relation extraction is 

expressed as a classification task and hence,metrics like 
Precision, Recall and F-Measure are used for performance 
evaluation. These metricsare defined as follows:  
 

 
 

Regarding execution time during grammar learning, the eg-
GRIDS algorithm is able to converge to a final grammar 
within a few minutes (from 5 to 15 minutes in most cases) 
when learning from the complete training example set in 
the evaluation experiment performed first. However, 
converting the learned context-free grammar into a 
classifier required considerable amounts of compilation 
time, in the range of 45 to more than 60 minutes per 
grammar. 

 
V. PARALLEL RESEARCH OUTCOMES  
 
The previous works has kept a very little focus on the 
relations extraction using grammar inferences. There 
are some works [14] which does concern a semi-
supervised learning mechanism to propose and 
identify pattern using verb inferences. Some other 
approach [15] focuses on automata inferred from 
manually constructed grammar. However in majority 
of the researches the major focus on manual grammar 

inference and use of parse tree. The other set of 
works focuses on extraction and generalization of 
grammar [16]. These works also implies a set of 
operator similar to proposed algorithm. The operators 
are generally built on the concept of LP algorithms 
[16]. Another classification of the works uses 
negative feedback system to reduce the chance of 
getting over generalized grammar forms. 
Overgenaralisation is controlled by trying to 
maximize rule matches in relevant documents while 
maintaining a small number of matches in irrelevant 
documents. 
However in this work, we does not depend on the 
syntactic analysis rather depends on the MDL 
feedback for controlling the over generalization. 
Hence reduces the time required for considering the 
negative feedback.  
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
The acquisition of rules and grammar is the focused 
task of relation extraction. The detection of relations 
as hyponyms and complex grammar from patterns [5] 
should result in an array with n dimension where n > 
2. Starting from the initial grammar formed during 
the supervised or semi-supervised training using 
syntax tree. Focusing on the need of framing a 
general purpose algorithm to extract relations 
avoiding the need of negative feedback, syntax 
analysis and heuristic approaches required for 
generalization process.  
The proposed approach employs a manual annotation 
of text to generate the rule for the initial grammar and 
infer further. The approach also eliminates the 
dependency on syntactic analysis. The approach also 
helps to generate generalized algorithm with the 
degree of generalization.  
 
FUTURE SCOPE  
 
The result of this work is satisfactory and leaves a 
little scope of improvements.The work can be now 
applied to generate context free grammar to extract 
minimal set of rules to be applied on domain specific 
data. The generated rules areto be applied to extract 
specific relation types.Using an iterative procedure 
the grammars also can be generalized to extract 
relations from a huge set of documents specific to a 
specific domain.  
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